
HOW TO WRITE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FOR ENGLISH PROJECT FOR

HIGH SCHOOL

Acknowledgement sample for school project. Sample No I would like to express my special thanks of gratitude to my
teacher (Name of the teacher) as well as.

But what to include, is explained a bit deeper. At last but not the least I want to thank my friends who
treasured me for my hard work and encouraged me and finally to God who made all the things possible for me
till the end. If in a school environment, you should make mention of the academic staff in your department
that was helpful. Writing an acknowledgement requires you giving careful thoughts to the people that need to
be mentioned in the acknowledgement and the order in which you will mention them. The second supervisor
of the project if any. Thanks, them for their support, efforts, and guidance to complete that project. While
writing this, think of the person or sources that helped you in this project. Acknowledgement in project writing
is a section where the write acknowledges and show appreciation to everyone who has helped in the project. I
wish to thank my parents for their personal support or attention who inspired me to go my own way.
Acknowledgement is also included in research project writing to recognize and thank everyone who was
involved in the research. Acknowledgement for school project. It is usually the specific naming and type of
person you have received. Only the names of people who were very important to the project and directly had
something to do with the project. What is acknowledgement in project writing? Then you can mention other
academic staffs from other departments. The support or technical staff in your department also. For example,
when writing an acknowledgement for a student final year project paper, the people you will mention in your
acknowledgement will be different from the people you will mention when writing a research paper, etc.
Acknowledgment sample is used to show gratitude to companies or individuals. A page is usually dedicated to
this purpose. It can be a professor who supports you at your school. A Good Acknowledgement For A School
Project Although you can get many samples regarding this and can get the format and ideas according to your
choice. It takes a lot of time and support to write any good project sample acknowledgment. Also thanks to the
person who encourage you and your project guide who pushes and motivates you for this. Mention
information is enough but if you want more you can go on personal statements up to a limit. This is used to
demonstrate the acknowledgment of particular support we received while working on any project.
Acknowledgement sample for report You can start your body by writing that I would like thanks to Mr. It
should be brief and clear in point. Many people keep asking, how can I write acknowledgement for my
project? It should not be more than half a page or a little bit longer. You have to make use of personal
pronouns such as I, me, my, etc. The truth is it is very simple. Mention other persons also who give interest
and time in your project. Below are two samples of acknowledgement for a school project and for a
dissertation project. Continue reading to learn how to write acknowledgement for project. Organisations,
institution, or companies. And this page is usually at the beginning of your project just after the page
containing the table of contents. Source: Legit. Without his guidance and persistent help this dissertation
would not have been possible. Examples of people you should mention in your acknowledgement include The
main supervisor of the project. Here you can express your gratitude with thankfulness to any person you are
referring either principal, teacher etc. Mention the topic name you researched and write your efforts and
appreciate your helpers. You can check the samples below to have an idea of what you are meant to write. I
hope this has been helpful. Probably you have come across it in a book, but it is quite different when it comes
to project writing.


